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Overview of TP Environment
Fred Omondi
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Agenda

 Current legislative framework and TP environment in Kenya, East Africa, Africa.
 TP Documentation
 Being prepared- What works and what doesn’t work
 TP record keeping
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Kenya
• Transfer prices – relates to charges made between controlled (or related)
entities i.e. within the same group.
• TP rules in Kenya were issued in July 2006.
• This followed a High Court decision at the end of 2005 holding that the current
legislation on transfer pricing was inadequate for the purpose of determining
arm’s length prices between related parties.
• The Kenyan TP rules are based on the arm’s length principle as provided in
the OECD TP guidelines

The arm’s length principle: requires that transfer prices charged between
related parties are equivalent to those charged between independent parties
in the same circumstances.
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TP rules in Kenya
• Kenya TP guidelines are in line with the OECD guidelines

• Kenyan TP guidelines apply to:
– transactions between related enterprises within a multinational company,
where one enterprise is located in, and is subject to tax in, Kenya, and the
other is located outside Kenya;
– transactions between a permanent establishment and its head office or other
related branches,
• TP rules cover the following transactions :
•
•
•
•
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Tangible goods;
Provision of Services;
Transfer or use of intangibles
Lending or borrowing money– loans, guarantees etc.
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Recent TP Developments in Kenya
• KRA is in the process of updating/ amending the current TP rules

• Stakeholders workshop held in June 2014 to discuss “very” draft TP
Guidelines which will supplement the 2006 TP rules
• Some of the KRA objectives regarding the proposed guidelines were:

• Improve the existing TP rules
• Mitigate the gap identified on lack of local comparable data for
benchmarking purposes
• Achieve certainty on TP for businesses in Kenya
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Proposed TP Guidelines - Kenya
•

TP methods – KRA preference for method that require fewer adjustments;
document reasons for rejecting other methods considered.

•

Benchmarking – KRA prefer internal to external comparables and prefer local
to foreign databases; economic adjustments may be required for foreign
comparables; no loss making companies

•

Arm’s length range – KRA seeks to specify use of median. Upward audit
adjustment only. No downward adjustment!

•

Use of commercial databases – Avail the commercial databases used for
benchmarking to the commissioner incase of an the audit. The KRA’s long-term
plan is to develop a Kenyan database
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Proposed TP Guidelines - Kenya
•

Tested party – where the tested party is in another jurisdiction, the taxpayer
must provide all the relevant information on the tested party.

•

Substance over form – more attention on the economic circumstances of
transactions especially where the terms in the intercompany agreement differ
from the actual circumstances

•

Intra group services – KRA requires thorough/ meticulous documentation;
demonstrate arm’s length cost allocation.

•

Segmentation of financial information – Companies will be required to
provide segregated data on intercompany transactions as well as different
business lines/products lines
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Tanzania TP Developments
• TRA issued TP Regulations in February 2014 and provided detailed TP
guidelines in the same year,
• But TP enforcement has been taking place based on Sec 33 of
Tanzania IT Act

• The regulations explicit recognize application of OECD Model Tax
Convention (art. 9) and the OECD TP Guidelines
• Applicable to both domestic and cross border transactions.
• Requires contemporaneous documentation. Provided to TRA upon
request
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Tanzania TP Developments
• Not clear on most appropriate method; suggests preference for
traditional transaction methods in first instance and CUP/RPM for
intangibles
• Basis year rule for comparability analysis – practicality?
• Provides for corresponding adjustments
• Stiff penalties – 100% on adjustments and 6 months imprisonment on
failure to maintain documentation
• TRA has powers to disregard intra-group recharges deemed
“inappropriate”

• Deemed interest provisions
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Uganda TP Developments
• Transfer Pricing regulations introduced effective 1 July 2011.
•

Regulations cover both cross border and domestic transactions.

•

Materiality: controlled transactions in aggregate equal to or exceeding
25,000 currency points in a year.

•

Transfer Pricing documentation should be available at the time of
submission of the annual tax return.

•

Introduced related party disclosure form in 2013 to be signed by
authorised company personnel.

•

Significant penalties for non adherence.

•

Allows taxpayers to enter into APAs.

• URA has commenced documentation request with a view to audit
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Africa
• There is increased activity in transfer pricing by African tax
authorities.

2006
2012

2012
2011

2014
2005

1995
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TP Documentation
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TP Documentation- OECD Nine step approach

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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• Determination of years to be covered

• Broad-based analysis
• Analysis of factors relevant to the environment in which the
controlled transactions take place including industry
analysis.
• Understanding the controlled transactions on a functional
analysis to determine the significant comparability factors
that should be taken into account
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TP Documentation- OECD Nine step approach

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

• Internal comparable
• review of any internal comparable data which may be "more
complete" than external data and be "more direct and
closer" to the transactions
• Sources of external comparables
• If needed, sources of external comparable data and their
likely reliability should be considered before choosing a
method.
•Selection of the most appropriate method
• This involves choosing both the method and the relevant
financial indicators that need to be considered when
applying it.
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TP Documentation- OECD Nine step approach

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

• Identification of potential comparable
• This includes identifying the characteristics that will
determine what is comparable and applying these to select
the data to use.
• Comparability adjustments
• If adjustments are required to improve reliability of the
comparable data, then these should be identified and
made..
• Interpretation and use of the data collected
• The final step involves applying the most reliable
comparables to the method selected and determining the
arm's length remuneration
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TP documentation – key issues
• What is sufficient documentation?

• Per Income Tax Act TP documentation should have:
−

Organization structure

−

Financial reports including segregated management accounts;

−

Industry, and market conditions;

−

Controlled transactions & pricing policies;

−

Assumptions, strategies and information regarding factors that
influenced the setting of pricing policies;

−

Functional and risk analysis;

−

Selection and application of transfer pricing method;
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TP Documentation – Key Issues
• Global or country documentation?
• Besides TP Policy, keep records that evidences:
− Real bargaining at the time of entering into the affected
transaction e.g. email correspondence/minutes of
meetings/Board minutes;
− Comparable data that was relied upon to set transfer price where
this is a CUP e.g. third party transactions;
− Evidence of services received e.g. emails, reports, meetings,
travel documents;

− Evidence of costs and allocation criteria esp for intra-group
services;
−

Risks borne – e.g. write offs, insurance claims, warranty claims;
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TP Documentation – Key Issues
• Global or country documentation?

• Foreign tested party – consider appropriateness and whether willing
to provide documentation on foreign entity
• Ensure consistency between legal agreement relating to affected
transaction and what happens in practice
• TP policy is correctly implemented – review results frequently/
annually. Move beyond just having documentation to ensuring that
compliance with set policies.
• Adverse results – proper documentation of causes; supporting
workings
• Planning - new transactions, changing business models. Think
ahead
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Interaction of TP with other taxes
By Doris Gichuru
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Agenda

Interaction of TP with the following taxes:
• Customs• VAT
• Withholding tax

Possible mitigation/planning measures

Copyright © 2014 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Interaction of TP with Customs
•

Have you been involved in a KRA customs audit or
investigation in the recent past?

•

Do you actively consider and plan for the customs
effect when making TP decisions?
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The cold war between TP and customs
valuation
Regulatory requirements
• Customs Valuation WTO and OECD transfer pricing
guidelines are different
• Corporate tax and customs administrations, even within one
country and sometimes within the same government
department, have different approaches
• Duty is a transactional tax on individual goods
with individual tax rates, not a uniform rate profit tax
• Price that satisfies customs may not satisfy corporate Tax
authorities
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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The cold war between TP and customs
valuation
The OECD
• Joint seminars with WTO in 2006 and 2007
•

Cognizant, but less concerned

•

Agree to disagree?

The WTO
Technical Committee on customs valuation

• How to deal with TP adjustments
• Dutiability of license fees
• Acceptability / sufficiency of TP documentation
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The cold war between TP and customs
valuation
The WTO
• Opinion 23.1

Accordingly, the use of a transfer pricing study as a possible basis
for examining the circumstances of the sale should be considered
on a case by case basis. As a conclusion, any relevant information
and documents provided by an importer may be utilized for
examining the circumstances of the sale. A transfer pricing study
could be one source of such information.
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TP and Customs valuation methods
Transfer pricing method

Customs valuation method

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprable Uncontrolled Price
Cost price method
Resale price method
Transactional Net Margin Method
Profit Split Method

Method 1 – Transaction value (TV)
Method 2 – (TV) of identical goods
Method 3 – (TV) of similar goods
Method 4 – Deductive method
Method 5 – Computed method
Method 6 – Fall-back method

Common Method

Common methods

• Transactional Net Margin Method
Overall return earned by independent
companies on similar transactions

• The TV is the price actually paid or payable
for goods when sold for export.
• Confirmation of Transaction Value?
One of the Conditions to be fulfilled:
• Buyer and seller should not be related
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Practical examples
Importation of finished products

US

Parent company (A)

Other sources of
similar products

Related party B
Kenya

Third party
distributors

Customers
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Third party
distributors

Customers
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TP and Customs valuation
What impact does a transfer pricing policy have on customs
compliance?”
• Price determination
• Customs value support

• licenses, royalties and trademarks
• Dealing with adjustments
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Interaction of TP with VAT
Section 13 (3) of the VAT Act makes reference to the arm’s length principle
The taxable value of a supply, including a supply of imported services,
shall be(a) the consideration for the supply; or

(b) if the supplier and recipient are related, the open market value
of the supply.
Other examples

• A transfer pricing adjustment in respect of imported goods would result
in VAT impact on the goods.
• This also applies in respect of Reverse VAT paid on imported service
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Interaction of TP with withholding tax
• The ITA requires that a person should deduct withholding tax upon
making certain specified payments to both residents and non-residents.
• Following related party transactions should be considered
− management fees
− Royalties
− Interest on loans
• The basis of computation of withholding tax might change as a result of
a TP adjustment (Section 33 of the ITA)

– e.g. an interest free loan from a related party
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Planning measures
1. Determine inter-company prices with customs, VAT and withholding tax
in mind;
2. VAT/reverse VAT and withholding tax leakages could greatly increase
the cost to the group (e.g. gross up for Withholding tax purposes)
3. Create/ prepare support for declared customs values
4. Assess overall tax impact of TP adjustments
5. Review inter-company royalty fee contracts from a customs, VAT and
withholding tax perspective
6. Consider use of DTAs to minimize withholding tax impact or use of
appropriate jurisdiction for shared services/recharges BUT beware
anti-avoidance rules
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Impact of BEPS action plans on
your business
By Karen Miller
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Agenda
Introduction
Action 8:

Transfer pricing aspects of intangibles

Action 10: Low value adding intra-group services
Action 13: Transfer pricing documentation & CbC reporting
Action 6: Preventing treaty abuse
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The Global Tax Developments
Multinational companies are facing a number of new tax-related challenges

Perception MNCs
are not paying fair
share of taxes

Loss of trust
between tax
authorities and
business

Rise of source
country taxation

Government deficits and related cut-backs, media attention and activist group interest has resulted
in political interest in tax reform
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The Global Tax Developments
This new global tax environment has resulted in the following actions –

Change in tax
authorities’
approach to
interpretation
of tax law and
tax treaties

OECD’s
Responsible
BEPS
Taxproject
agenda

Changing
behaviours of
Unilateral
tax authorities re
action
tax treaties and
tax laws

OECD’s BEPS
Unilateral action
project

BEPS is part of the bigger picture
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What the BEPS is it all about?
Summary
Why BEPS?

• Perceived? global problem which exploits gaps in tax systems to shift profits to
low or no tax jurisdictions.
• 15 specific actions developed to combat BEPS. First release was September
2014 and anticipated completion is September 2015.
• Actions address international (treaty) and domestic legislation changes.
• New international standards designed to ensure the coherence of corporate
income tax at the international level.
• Realignment of taxation and relevant substance is needed to restore the
intended effects and benefits of international standards, which may not have
kept pace with changing business models and technological developments.

• Increased transparency and certainty for business.
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Key focus areas of the OECD’s BEPS
action plan
Co-ordinated international action
Updating tax regimes
to deal with the
modern/digital economy

Preventing profits being
artificially transferred
to low tax locations

• Updating definitions of
taxable presence

• Targeting mismatched
tax outcomes

• Country-by-country
reporting of tax data

• Reinforcing the need
to match economic
reward with substance

• Addressing treaty
abuse

• Developing conformity
in transfer pricing
documentation

• Fair transfer pricing of
intangibles, risk and
capital
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• Limit interest
deductions
• Focus on jurisdictions
employing harmful tax
practices

Increasing transparency
and standardization
of documentation

• Co-operative dispute
resolution
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Action 8
Transfer Pricing aspects of intangibles
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Action 8: Transfer Pricing Aspects of Intangibles
Action 8 focuses on limiting the potential BEPS that can result
from moving intangibles among group members, by
specifically:• Adopting a broad and clearly delineated definition of
intangibles
• Ensuring that profits associated with the transfer and use of
intangibles are appropriately allocated in accordance with
(rather than divorced from) value creation
• Developing transfer pricing rules or special measures for
transfers of hard-to-value intangibles
• Updating the guidance on cost contribution arrangements
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Revised Definition Chapter VI
Broad definition- assets that are not physical or financial if transfer would
be compensated in arm’s length transactions
Examples
Intangible for TP purposes

Not intangible for TP
purposes

Patents

Group synergies

Know-how and trade secrets

Market specific advantages

Trademarks, trade names and
brands

Assembled workforce

Rights under contracts and
government licenses
Licenses and similar limited rights
in intangibles
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Action 8: TP aspects of intangibles
How to determine rights to returns?
• Emphasis on functions performed, assets used and risk incurred
• Transfer pricing outcomes in line with value creation

Steps in
determining
intangible
returns

Important
Functions
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Identify “IP”
legal owner

Design and
control of
research and
marketing
programs

Identify party
performing
important
functions

Confirm
conduct of the
parties
consistent with
contracts

Identify the
controlled
transaction
related to the
important
functions

Determine the
arm’s length
price for the
important
functions

Management and
control of budgets

Control over
strategic decisions
over intangible
development

Important
decisions
regarding defense
and protection

Ongoing quality
control
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Action 8: TP aspects of intangibles
Transfer pricing methods
• Realistic alternatives of the buyer and seller
• One-sided comparability analysis does not provide a sufficient basis
• Resource limitations do not dictate reasonable alternatives
• Should not assume the entire residual is attributable to intangibles
• Useful life of intangible may extend beyond the current generation
product if the intangible can be used to create the next generation
product

1

Most likely to proof useful
- CUP
- Transactional profit split
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2

Useful tools
- Valuation techniques
- Income based on DCF

3

Not reliable
- Cost based methods
- TNMM and RPM
(subject to some exceptions)
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Action 8: TP aspects of intangibles
Conclusion
Back to the basics: what is an IP?

ACTION

1

Mere legal title is over!
Significant people function (control) should be key … But how to
weight it compared to R&D centers, labs…?

ACTION 8
(Global) Profit split appears to be the future…
TAKEAWAYS

ACTION1
ACTION 1

Nothing
(i.e. residual) will be left behind
!!!!!! To be completed!!!!!
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Action 10
Low Value Adding intra-group services
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Action 10: Low value adding intra-group
services
Action 10 focuses on reduction of base erosion through
excessive management fees and head office expenses
Highlights

• Guidance on low value services definition, rates, etc.
• Simplified approach on determination of charges
• Proposed range of mark-up (2-5%)
• Practical application may be affected if countries outside
the G20/OECD decide not to adopt the proposals
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Low Value Adding intra-group services
Definition of low value services
• Supportive in nature
• Not part of the core business of the group
• Do not use creative intangibles
• Do not involve significant risk
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Low Value Adding intra-group services
Simplified determination of charges -Calculate following these steps :
• Step 1: pool all cost according to category of service and identify cost
centres used in creating the pool
• Step 2: Identify and remove from the pool costs attributable to services
performed solely for one entity (these are recharged directly to that entity)
• Step 3: Select an allocation key and allocate the costs in the pool among
the group entities

• Step 4: Apply a mark-up of between 2-5% to all costs in the pool
Common issues that the draft does not deal with:
• Disparity in the cost incurred in high-cost developed countries- on
services provided to low-cost developing countries, where comparable
services cannot be obtained locally.
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Low Value Adding intra-group services
Impact on the business if the draft is adopted in the current form
1. Adoption of a simplified group approach (if the group opts to adopt
the approach. This will entail:
• Greater global coordination of cost pooling and allocation of
services

• Additional compliance in the year of adoption so as to establish
the appropriate cost pools, allocation keys and documentation
2. Change to single mark-up may impact profitability

3. Standardised documentation requirements

© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 13
Transfer pricing documentation & CbC
reporting
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC
Objectives of transfer pricing documentation

ENSURE CONSIDERATION OF TP REQUIREMENTS

1

Taxpayers must give appropriate consideration to TP
requirements in establishing prices and in reporting
the income derived from intercompany transactions
in their tax returns.

TP RISK ASSESSMENT

2
3
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Provide tax administrations with the information
necessary to conduct an informed TP risk
assessment.

TP AUDIT

Provide tax administrations with useful information to
employ in conducting a TP audit. Additional
information might be delivered during audit progress.
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New guidelines adopt 3-tiered approach
:
Country-by-Country Template
•

Key financial information on all group members on an aggregate country basis with an activity
code for each member

Master File
•

Key information about the group's global operations including a high-level overview of a
company’s business operations along with important information on a company’s global
transfer pricing policies with respect to intangibles and financing

Local File
•

Information and support of the intercompany transactions that the local company engages in
with related parties

Master

© 2015 Deloitte & Touche

Master
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Action 13: TP Documentation & CbC reporting
Country by Country reporting
• To be prepared by ultimate parent company (no public disclosure)
• Flexibility for best source of data (consolidated, local GAAP, etc.).
Consistent from year to year
• Data aggregated on country-by-country basis (simple addition), together
with a list of entities (and PE) by country of residence and indication of
their activities

• CbC template is intended to be used for risk assessment purposes only
• CbC report is not a conclusive evidence on whether transfer prices are or
are not appropriate

© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC reporting
Country by Country reporting
Included

Not included

Revenue (related party and third party
sales)

Place of effective management

Profit before tax

Income taxes paid to home country/to
other countries

Cash taxes paid (incl. WHT)

Withholding taxes paid

Current year tax accrual (excl. deferred tax
and provisions for uncertain tax liabilities)

Employee expense

Stated capital

Royalties paid / received

Accumulated earnings

Interest paid / received

Number of full-time equivalent employees
(FTE’s)

Service fees paid / received

Tangible assets excluding cash and cash
equivalents.
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC reporting
Master File content
Organizational
Structure

• Chart with Group legal & ownership structure and
geographical location of operating entities

Description of
the Group’s
Business(es)

• Important drivers of business profits and description of
important business restructuring transactions
• Description of supply chain for 5 largest products / services

Group’s
Intangibles

• Description of the overall strategy for development and
exploitation of intangibles including Group TP policies re
R&D and intangibles

Intercompany
Financial
Activities

• Group’s financing arrangements and related TP policies
and identification of central financing entities

Group’s
Financial & Tax
Positions
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche

• List of relevant APAs and tax rulings relating to the
allocation of income among countries
• Annual consolidated financial statement
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC reporting
Local File content
• Local organization chart and management structure

Local Entity

• Description of the business and business strategy pursued
(including business restructurings or intangible transfers )

• Amount of intra-group payments and receipts involving the local
entities broken down by jurisdiction of the foreign payer / recipient

Controlled
Transactions

• List of associated enterprises involved in controlled transactions
and relationships
• Detailed comparability & functional analysis with copies of all
material intercompany agreements and indication of the most
appropriate TP method selected
• List and description of selected comparable uncontrolled
transactions relied on in the TP analysis and adjustments done

Financial
Information
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche

• Annual local entity financial accounts
• Information and allocation schedules showing link between
financial data used in TP method and annual financial statements
• Summary schedules and sources of relevant financial data for
comparables used
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CbC Reporting- Templates
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CbC Reporting- Templates
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC reporting
Open questions
TIMEFRAME

MATERIALITY

No harmonized practices
for the finalization of TP
documentation by
taxpayers

Materiality
standards to
be defined
locally

In line with
local domestic legislation

FREQUENCY OF
DOCUMENTATION
UPDATES

LANGUAGE

PENALTIES

To be clarified
locally. Encourage filing in
commonly used languages

Fixed vs. proport.
penalties. Design
compliance incentives

If country of subsidiary
implements CbC before
country of headquarter?

Proposed documentation
requirement to be
reassessed no latter than
end of 2020

Are companies considering
(IT) solutions to address
CbC reporting
requirements?

In principle annually but
option for update
benchmarking every 3
years
CONFIDENTIALITY
No public disclosure of
information contained in
the package
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SHARING
MECHANISM
The sharing mechanism
between tax authorities is
still to be determined

RETENTION OF
DOCUMENTS

FILING PROCESS
CbC and Master File
filing process to be
agreed
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CbC Report – Action Items
Potential Exposures

Action Item
•

Profit Apportionment

•
Gaps and inconsistencies in
• Transfer pricing policies &
related implementation
• Place of revenue
recognition vs. place of
“value” creation

Review activities of company to determine reasons for
disproportionate earning.
• Does the company have key decision makers?
• Does the company own unique high value assets?
• Does the company effectively manage and make major
decisions for other affiliates?
• Does the company manage and control the creation of technical
and marketing intangibles?
• Does the company engage in other activities targeted by BEPS?
Determine why profit split is not the best method if one party earns
disproportionately more from a transaction than the other

•

Conduct more active monitoring and review of TP policies and their
implementation

•

Address potential gaps before needing to file the CbC template
(potentially using technology solutions)

Local countries may however impose additional requirements for the
local file that will require additional costs to prepare locally tailored
documentation reports.
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 6
Prevent treaty abuse
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Action 6: Prevent treaty abuse
Consideration
A-Treaty shopping

A-Other situations where a
person seeks to circumvent
treaty limitations

Overview of proposals
Limitation On Benefits clause (LOB)
Principal Purpose Test rule (General Anti Abuse rule)
Dividend transfer transactions (for reduction of WHT on dividends)
Sale of shares of real estate companies
Tie breaker rule
Triangular situation : Permanent establishment situated in third states
Other situations : to be covered by other Actions

A-Cases where a person
tries to circumvent the
provisions of domestic tax
law using treaty benefits

Precision as a general principle that the purpose of treaties is not to
restrict the taxation by a State of its own residents – except for specific
cases to be listed in the treaty – so allows the application of anti-abuse
rules by the contracting states for their residents

B - Clarification that tax
treaties are not intended to
be used to generate double
non-taxation

Statements that avoiding tax evasion and avoidance is also a purpose
of the treaty (change of title, of the preamble and of the introduction of
the Model Convention)

C - Tax policy considerations
that countries should
consider before deciding to
enter into a tax treaty

Insert in the Introduction to the OECD Model a section C “Tax policy
considerations that are relevant to the decision of whether to enter into a
tax treaty or amend an existing treaty”
62

Action 6: Prevent treaty abuse
Conclusion
Main impact for corporate groups, funds, SPVs that rely on tax treaties to
receive income with 0% or reduced WHT. Proposals considered as toowide ranging and in some areas go further than what is needed to prevent
abuse.
In particular:
• The insertion of both LOB and PPT is being criticized (general
preference for a LOB but amended)
• LOB is too inflexible - PPT is too uncertain
ACTION 6
It is premature to take immediate actions
TAKEAWAYS
but for substance and economic rationale
be completed!!!!!
of!!!!!!
theTotransactions
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ACTION1
ACTION 1
ACTION 6

50
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BEPS-Conclusion

Costs v. benefits
Tax sovereignty

Interpretation

Clearer

BEPS

Implementation

Predictable

Certainty
Compatibility with the
EU treaties and ECJ
case laws
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Conclusion
Although the final recommendations are not issued, the following need to be considered

Change of substance requirements

Change of exchange
of information

Change of local law
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Increase qualified substance

BEPS

Increase overall taxes,
compliance and reporting

More to come
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Revenue Authority TP Audits
Fred Omondi & Karen Miller
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Agenda
Overview of KRA TP audits-major areas of focus and
frequent TP issues raised;
Revenue authority approaches in other African countries
 ATAF involvement in TP in Africa
How to manage a TP audit- dos and don’t
Ensuring compliance: practical steps to mitigate TP
exposure

Overview of Revenue Authority TP Audits
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KRA Transfer pricing Audits
• intensified TP audits by the KRA

1

2

3

4

• KRA TP Team formed
• Team-leader trained @ HMRC

• letters sent out to targeted taxpayers
• Database & software acquired

• Team focus on performing TP field audits ( LTO and MTO
TP teams)

• Reported transfer pricing adjustments running into billions
• More cases currently under audit
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KRA Audits
• General increase in TP audits

• Increase in pre-assessment queries including meetings/
interviews with the business
• Cases concluded/ TP assessments
• Several cases decided at tribunal level; a few at High Court
appeal stage
• Increased KRA negotiations post objection stage

© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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What prompts a TP audit?
Revenue authorities apply a risk based audit approach:
• Low profitability
• Consecutive losses
• Use of off-shore structures and tax havens – Mauritius, Lichtenstein,
Isle of Man, Jersey, Dubai, etc.
• Intercompany loans and management fees transactions are easy
targets

• Size of company- greater focus on Multinationals
• Size of inter-company transactions
• Disclosures in the tax returns and financial statements

• Media reports and informers!
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TP Audits – Major Focus Areas
Management fees

• Management fees are routinely
challenged by tax authorities
• Major challenge around proof of
receipt of services and benefits
• Documentation request proving to
be administratively challenging.
• No serious consideration to
practicality - all documentation is
being requested including
invoices, trial balances, copies of
passports, evaluation reports, etc.
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche

• Management fees that are a
percentage of revenue
challenged.
• Agreements - there is usually a
disconnect between agreements
and how the business is carried
out. KRA focuses on certain
aspects of the agreements to
come to their conclusions
• Cost allocation – detailed
workings required, support for
costs may not be readily
available
72

TP Audits – Major Focus Areas
Management services

• Is there an agreement in place?
• Are the parties complying fully with the terms of the
agreement?
• Were the services actually rendered? evidence that
services were provided
• If yes, were they needed?
• Does the recipient have capacity in-house to provide
services?
• If yes, is there a risk that activities are being duplicated?
• If no, is the fee charged appropriate?
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TP Audits – Major Focus Areas
Tangible goods
• Major exporters and importers trading with related entities
under scrutiny
• Revenue authority keen on functions performed by foreign
entities – especially marketing companies
• Scrutiny of foreign entity financials and other information,
e.g. staff establishment

• Benchmarking – possible CUPs an attraction to revenue
authority
• Disputes over database choice and period applied
• Loss justification a big challenge
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TP Audits – Major Focus Areas
Intangibles/ Royalties

• Who owns the intangible? Local registrations
• Demonstration of benefits?

• Valuation of intangible
• Local contribution to value of intangible
• Likely to become the next major focus area
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TP Audits – Major Focus Areas
Financing Arrangements

• Not yet a major focus area
• Possible reasons? – deemed interest, high interest
rate regime locally, thin cap provisions
• Need for safe harbours?
• Availability of CUPs?
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TP Audits – Challenges faced by most
companies
• Volume of information requested

• Availability of information
−
−
−
−
−

Lack of reliable public data for benchmarks e.g. interest rates
Access of information for foreign parties
Loss of audit trail
Staff turnover
Decisions not documented

• Segmented financial data

• Timeframes
• Resources

• Unilateral approach by revenue authorities
© 2015 Deloitte & Touche
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TP Audits – Other issues encountered
Gaps in the TP regulations
• Though TP Rules are based on the OECD Guidelines, there is no
consistent application and the revenue authorities are is aggressive in
challenging taxpayer policies and documentation depending on the
perception of the particular taxpayer or industry

• Inadequacy of transfer pricing regulations to address increasing levels
and complexities of international economic transactions. Recourse
often has to be made to international principles, which may not always
represent the local situation.
• Lack of provisions for Advance Pricing Arrangements (APA’s) in Kenya;
• Penalties regime – general penalties and interest applicable for TP
adjustments. Current rules do not offer any reprieve from the heavy
penalties and interest where TP documentation exist.
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TP Audits – Other issues encountered
Lack of African/ Local comparables
• Absence of public data on African entities. While there is grudging
acceptance of foreign databases, issue of economic adjustments arises
• No standards have been set on what search criteria should be adopted.
• Biased application of Comparable Uncontrolled Price (CUP) Method without
establishing adequate comparability;
Others issues
• Excessive request of information by the revenue authorities
• Materiality threshold – generally materiality is not considered in tax
assessments/ adjustments by the revenue authority- this is necessary in TP
in view of the effort required to determine and document arm’s length price;
• No safe harbor provisions to deal with certain types of transactions such as
financial assistance and low value adding services
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ATAF involvement in TP in Africa
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Overview
• Africa Tax Administrators
(,ATAF), OECD, UN, IMF
and civil society groups e.g.
Action Aid are some of the
organizations shaping TP IN
Africa

NGOs

OECD
EU
IMF
ATAF

• Increased collaboration
between ATAF Members has
led to similar approach on
TP audits across various
Africa
• Ongoing support and
partnership with Africa tax
administrators to increase
revenue and reduce reliance
on foreign aid
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ATAF
ATAF is involved in discussions at the OECD around the
BEPS actions and the role of developing countries.
Key focus areas:
• Capacity building.
• Greater coherence in granting of tax incentives.
• Building stronger transfer pricing regimes and
challenges of comparable data.
• Consideration of “tax inspectors without borders”.
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Tips on how to manage TP audits
(dos and don’t)
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Managing TP Audits – dos and don’ts
Action:

Do...

Do not..

Prescription:

...ensure you supply correct
answers to tax returns

...allow financial statements or
tax returns to contradict your
TP policy

Documentation:

...keep documentary evidence
which support application of
your policy (e.g. Annual audit
file with invoices, e-mails,
board meeting minutes,
business plans etc.)

...forget to disclose all affected
transactions, albeit that certain
of them are de minimis and
haven’t been analysed in
detail

Comparables / economic
analysis:

...review possible CUPs and
ensure no risks/ explain
differences
…ensure reasons for steps
followed are well documented

...apply global benchmarking
studies unless you are
satisfied with the different
screening parameters applied
(need to answer to questions
by the local revenue authority)

...ensure that each
comparable company is
subjected to a website review
and refer to date on which
website was accessed
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Managing TP Audits – dos and don’ts
Action:

Do...

Do not..

Financial data:

...segment data according to
the different types of affected
transactions (or revenue
authority may attempt to do
this for you with negative
consequences) even if this
means applying an
unconventional allocation key

...assume that a whole-ofentity approach will always be
acceptable to revenue
authority

...provide management
account information which
does not agree to financial
statements and tax returns

Classification:
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...question the applicability of
a specific TP model to Kenyan ...assume that an APA in
entity and hold constructive
another country (albeit
discussions with head office to identical operations to Kenya)
fully understand the
will serve to support the local
application of the model in
model
Kenya
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Managing TP Audits – dos and don’ts

Action:

Interviews:
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Do...

Do not..

...allow just anyone to
...ensure that required staff
attend the revenue
are educated on
authority interviews.
application of TP model
Ensure you select the right
within their BU
combination of attendees
...where possible - ask
revenue authority to send
questions in advance
...have the tax team/ tax
consultants present where
possible to ensure
discussion is not
misdirected
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Ensuring compliance
Practical steps to mitigate TP exposure
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Practical steps to mitigate TP exposure
• Develop an appropriate localized TP policy.
• Ensure benchmarking is reviewed frequently – at least every 3 years
and updated
• Maintain documentation file to support transactions on an ongoing basis
– do not wait for TP audit in order to look for documentation.
• Ensure accurate tax return disclosure of intercompany transactions
(agree balances to audited financials statements)
• Maintain signed intercompany agreements
• Involve tax consultant in documentation/review as well as audit process
• Negotiations with revenue authority? APA
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Panel discussion (Q&A)
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